
A top quality, top performance goggle. Frame is made from a
tough and highly heat/flame-resistant material that also provides
blunt force impact protection. Ventilation areas are covered with a
highly heat-resistant and flame retardant foam filtration system
that allows humid air to escape, eliminating lens fogging while 
filtering out particles. Polycarbonate lenses are hard coated, anti-
fog coated, highly impact-resistant and free of imperfections and
distortion, providing exceptional optical clarity. Nomex® elastic
straps have unique SpeedClip™ quick-adjust system for a fast,
snug and comfortable fit. Your choice of wraparound  strap or snap
on/off mounting brackets that clamp to any helmet without drilling
and feature patented pivoting strap attachment system so 
goggles can be stowed on back or front of helmet. For structural
firefighting helmets; designed to fit over most eyeglasses. Meets
NFPA, ANSI, OSHA. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Specify lens color

Fire Goggles
Structural goggle complies with NFPA 1971 Standard
.075" Ballistic Grade Lens protects against impact
Passes the NFPA 500 degree Fahrenheit 5 minute heat test
Optically correct lens has anti-fog coating on both sides to
ensure visibility and a longer life
Non-vented design protects against gases, smoke, fluids, 
flying particles, and debris
Strap passes through both the goggle body and the lens 
for secure attachment

AW015 Non-NFPA Clear Fire Goggles $15.95
AW016 NFPA Fire Goggles $25.95

ESS Innerzone Goggles

Protective goggles designed to specifically protect the firefighter 
in structural, wildland and other emergency situations. A-Tac® 

firefighter’s goggles pass the NFPA 5000 five-minute heat exposure
test. Features  a silicone strap and body with hard coated/ anti-fog
inner and outer lens. Fits over prescription, safety and sunglasses.
Can be removed from the helmet, without tools or modification
and worn directly on the head. Includes goggle clips for both 
traditional and contemporary helmets; will not interfere with 
helmet functions. Meets NFPA and ANSI. Ship. wt 1 lb.

AM058 A-Tac® Firefighter’s Goggles $43.95

Snap-On/Off
Mounts

Folds In
Half

The perfect protective goggle for wildland firefighters that 
conveniently folds in half for easy storage. The low-profile design
ensures a comfortable, long wearing fit and wide view gives full
eye protection without obstructing sight. Goggle lenses feature
99.9% UV Block and double sided, anti-fog/anti-scratch coating.
Available in clear, amber or smoke colored lenses. ANSI Z87.1
approved. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Wraparound
Strap

AR306 Innerzone Two Snap On/Off Mounts $51.95
BC014 Innerzone Three Wraparound Straps $46.95

Cairns Helmet Vision-
Flex™ Goggles

AmberSmokeClearClear

A-Tac ® Firefighter’s Goggles

AM136 Helmet Vision-Flex™ Goggles $17.95

Innerzone Three

More goggles in
Wildland (p91- 99)

Goggle Clips 
Included

Innerzone Two

Anti-fog lens
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